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Amaris Azalea Duran- Undergrad, LAS and MeSA
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Antonio Lopez- Little Village Environmental Justice Organization (LVEJO)
Astrid Suarez- Enlace Chicago
Carol Fendt- PRAIRIE Group
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Claudia Lucero- Alianza Americas
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Cynthia Klein-Banai- Office of Sustainability
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David Marquez- Dept. of Kinesiology and Nutrition and CCSL co-chair
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Elizabeth Houlihan- Office of First-Year Initiatives
Erick Vaquero- Undergrad, College of Engineering
Ian Torres, Grad student, College of Education and L@s GANAS
Iván Arenas- Institute of Research on Race and Public Policy
Ivan Cazarin- Undergrad, CUPPA and Student Roosevelt Network
Joel Huerta- LALS
Jonathan Castro- Grad student, LALS
Josephine Volpe- Office of VPUAAP
Joy Vergara- Center for Student Involvement
Marisol Campos- CHANCE Program
Liz Ramirez- LAS
Lorena Garcia- Dept. of Sociology and LALS
Luis Duarte- LARES
Marta Ayala- LALS
Mary Ashley, Dept. of Biological Sciences and CIM³AS
Moises Villada- Gender and Sexuality Center
Natalia Ongtengco, Undergrad, LAS and L@s GANAS
Rachel Havrelock- Dept. of English and The Freshwater Lab
Ramona Gupta- Women’s Leadership and Resource Center
Sam Kirk- Provoke Culture
Mechiya Jamison- Undergrad, College of Urban Planning and Heritage Garden Leader
Tanya Cabrera- Office of Diversity
Theresa Christenson- Graduate College
Therese Quinn- Museum and Exhibition Studies (MUSE) Program
Veronica Arreola- L@S GANAS
Zeina Zaatari- Arab American Cultural Center
Zuleyma Morales- Undergrad, LAS and Heritage Garden Leader